
August 31, 2023

 

Topics:
I need help with kittens that were born outside to an outdoor cat

Community Cat contact list

First name
Maribel

Last name
Rodriguez

Phone
(407) 334-7829

Street address
1661 W OAK RIDGE RD

City
ORLANDO

Zip code
32809-3950

Email address
maribelitarod20@gmail.com

Please tell us about your Community Cats

Where are the cats located?
In a residential area that is not my home

Address of colony
1231 Parade Ave, Kissimmee, FL 34744

What is the cat colony populated with?
Both adult cats and kittens

Number of cats and/or kittens.
4 or more cats and/or kittens

Enter number of cats and/or kittens.
5

All entries

The cats appear to be
sick or ill

The cats live
outside

The cats are fed by:
neighbors, friends or family

Do you know if anyone has been bitten or scratched by one
of the cats?
no

I have asked for assistance through Osceola County
previously
No, this is my first request.

Are you willing to trap the cats yourself?
yes
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Do you own your own trap or traps?
no

Are you willing to transport the trapped cats for
spay/neuter?
yes

Are you the colony feeder?
no

Additional comments
I recently visited a and old friend and found out that in the back of
his house there is about 4 kittens that need help. I honestly can't
stop thinking about them and I don't know who I can contact for
help. They appear to be 2 months; they can walk fine and are a
little bit scare of people. My main concern and the reason I am
writing this desperate email is because 2 of them have on of their
eyes closed and one of them have both. It breaks my heart
knowing there are so little and almost blind already. Please if you
could help me I will appreciate forever.


